CORRIGENDUM / ADDEMDUM

With reference to tender no AIIMS/Pat/Tender/ENT/PC/2015/Micro Saw/287 dated 07.12.2015 pre bid meeting was held on 14/12/2015 at 3:00 pm in conference hall main building AIIMS Patna.

The Issue raised by the firm where discussed and the committee recommended for the following corrigendum.

1. Under technical specification of equipment:-
   a. In Point no.- 1, Section- a ‘Electric Motor Control Unit’, point- ‘d’ should be read as weight of console should be 5-7.5 kg.
   b. In Point no.- 1, Section- a ‘Electric Motor Control Unit’, point- ‘e’ following addendum to be added:
      Electric Console Control Unit to run drill and saw both.
   c. In Point no.- 1, Section- d ‘Attachments for different Surgeries’ an addendum of point ‘d’ to be added which should read as medium straight attachment.
   d. In Point no.- 1, Section- ‘l’, Point no.- ‘a’ should be read as “It should be supplied with disposable/ reusable irrigation cassettes- 20 Nos.

2. Following addendum to be added:
   • Compatible UPS to be supplied
   • Trolley to be supplied with the system.

3. The last date of the submission of the tender is extended up to 15/01/2016 14 hrs.

sd/
Faculty In-charge
Procurement Cell
AIIMS, Patna